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Stock Market










Near record highs
Driven by global expansion and earnings surge
Lower $USD
Stocks are not over-valued
Margins are likely sustainable
Fed is still accommodative
Inflation is still tame
lack of irrational exuberance
Are rising bond yields bad for stocks?
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Stock Market
Tech Wreck

More specifically, the problem is with the FAANG
stocks.

2.2

... but, FAANG
market
leadership
collapsed.
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1.8
Decline from peak

Index

1.6

NFLX -36%

1.4

AMZN -26%

1.2

AAPL -20%
S&P 500 -8%
GOOG -20%

1
0.8

FB -40%

The Invesco QQQ ETF (proxy for NASDAQ) is 37% weighted in FAANG.
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Source: Yahoo Finance, data through November 19, 2018.
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Stock Market Arithmetic
Questioning 2019 Revenue and earnings Estimates
The FAANG
stocks led the
market in
2018.
With Q3
results,
investors are
re-thinking
2019 sales
estimates.
Alphabet sales only up
+21%
Amazon sales only up +29%
Apple cuts iPhone
production

Source: The Wall Street Journal, October 27, 2018.
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Stock Market Arithmetic
FAANG Significance
At or near highs:

Comparative
market caps.

McDonalds
Disney
CVS
Walgreen Boots
Starbucks
Coca-Cola
Johnson & Johnson
Procter & Gamble

Source: The Wall Street Journal, November 19, 2018.
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Stock Market
S&P 500 Peaking Earnings Growth
50%

S&P 500 operating earnings per share
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Q3 2018 marks
the peak in y/y
earnings
growth.
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Source: Standard and Poor’s Inc. Data as of November 15, 2018.
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On a path to 3% fed funds rate
Fed funds rate close to “neutral”
The Fed manages the yield curve
The Fed has created every recession since the
1950s
The Great Unwinding: bond yields set to start rising
The entire yield curve is shifting higher
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Federal Reserve Policy
Moving Dovish?
October 3, 2018
Chairman Powell:
“Interest rates are still accommodative, but we’re gradually moving to a place where they will be neutral. We
may go past neutral, but we’re a long way from neutral at this point, probably. [PBS interview][stock market
plunged]
October 25, 2018
Vice Chairman Clarida:
“However, even after our September decision, I believe U.S. monetary policy remains accommodative.”
[Speech at Peterson Institute]

November 15, 2018
Atlanta Fed President Bostic
"I don't think we are too far from a neutral policy, and neutral is where we want to be," Bostic said in
prepared remarks for a speech in Madrid. "We may not be there quite yet, but I am inclined to think that a
tentative approach as we proceed would be appropriate.” [CNBC]
November 16, 2018
Vice Chairman Clarida:
"As you move in the range of policy that by some estimates is close to neutral, then with the economy doing
well it's appropriate to sort of shift the emphasis toward being more data dependent." [CNBC]
November 15, 2018
Chairman Powell:
"With labor market conditions close to maximum employment and inflation near our 2 percent objective,
now is a good time to take stock of how we formulate, conduct, and communicate monetary policy," said
Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome H. Powell. [Federal Reserve press release]
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Federal Reserve Policy
Heading toward “neutral”
7.0

Until now, the Fed
has kept the fed
funds rate well
below the rate of
inflation – which
constitutes
stimulative
monetary policy.
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Fed's September 2018
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policy path
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Historically, the fed
funds rate was far
higher than
inflation
immediately
preceding
recessions.
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Source: Federal Reserve and BLS, monthly data. PCED through September 2018. Fed funds rate through October 2018.
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Federal Reserve Policy
Yield Curve
“An
appropriate
approach ‘will
be consistent
with there not
being an
inversion.’”
Bostic
repeated this
on August
24th at
Jackson
Hole.1

Source: The Wall Street Journal, July 9, 2018. 1The Wall Street Journal, August 28, 2018.
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Recent lowest yields in history
Yields don’t make sense fundamentally
Fed’s QE took yields to those levels
Yields might be higher absent the ECB’s QE
The wind-down of the ECB’s QE will remove a
weight on U.S. Treasury yields
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What Phillips curve?
Headline PCED +2.0%, +2.0% core
Headline CPI +2.5%, +2.1% core
Employment cost inflation rising
Productivity drives declining unit labor costs
Inflation expectations are gradually rising
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Inflation
Phillips Curve
This simple schematic
illustrates the common
notion of an inverse
relationship between inflation
and the unemployment rate.
The theory behind the
Phillips Curve: as labor
becomes scarcer employers
bid up wages, which are
passed through to
consumers in the form of
higher prices.
This discussion is relevant at
present because to the
extent the Fed believes the
Phillips Curve exists, today’s
record low unemployment
rate might push them to
head off higher inflation with
more aggressive monetary
tightening.
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Inflation
Phillips Curve – Unemployment vs. Inflation
12.0

This chart illustrates
the historic
relationship
between inflation
and the
unemployment rate.
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Unemployment
rate
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The correlation
coefficient is +0.28,
suggesting a
positive, not inverse,
relationship.
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Hypotheses for global disinflation: a) labor unions lost power, b)
globalization, c) technology revolution, d) Amazon, e) aging
demographics.
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Source: NBER, BLS, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. Unemployment data through October 2018; core PCED data through September 2018.
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Economy
full-employment economy operating at full
potential
+2.7% GDP growth forecast, compared to
post-recession +2.2% average
surge in LEI, small business optimism
index, recovery in business investment
healthy growth in personal income, real
DPI, strong retail sales
strong household balance sheets, savings
rate, record FICO scores and low
household financial obligations ratio
record high PMIs, strong hiring, record high
job openings, new low unemployment rate,
record low weekly unemployment claims,
flat vehicle sales, flat housing starts

“Our economy is strong.
Growth is running at a
healthy clip.
Unemployment is low,
the number of people
working is rising steadily,
and wages are up.
Inflation is low and
stable.”
Jerome Powell

Chairman of the Federal Reserve
September 27, 2018

inflation expectations are anchored
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Trade
Latest View on China Tariffs

$125 billion
tariffs
compared to
$20 trillion
GDP

Source: The Wall Street Journal, October 8, 2018.
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The information provided herein is for general informational purposes only and is intended for your personal use and should not be circulated to any other
person without our permission and any use, distribution or duplication by anyone other than the recipient is prohibited. No portion of this commentary is to be
construed as an offer or solicitation to buy or sell a security, or the rendering of personalized investment advice. The views and strategies described herein may
not be suitable for all investors and are subject to investment risks. The content is developed from sources believed to be providing accurate information. The
information contained herein should not be relied upon in isolation for the purpose of making and investment decision.
We believe the information contained in this material to be reliable and have sought to take reasonable care in its preparation; however, we do not represent or
warrant its accuracy, reliability or completeness, or accept any liability for any loss or damage (whether direct or indirect) arising out of the use of all or any part
of this material. We do not make any representation or warranty with regard to any computations, graphs, tables, diagrams or commentary in this material
which are provided for illustration/ reference purposes only. This views, opinions, estimates, and strategies expressed in it constitute our judgement based on
current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. Any projected results and risks are based solely on hypothetical examples cited, and actual
results and risks will vary depending on specific circumstances. Investors may get back less than they invested, and past performance is not a reliable indicator
of future results.
Data which may be found in this document is based on our research and should not be taken as a forecast or an estimate of likely future returns. Any reference
to a market index is included for illustrative purposes only, as an index is not a security in which an investment can be made. Investments involve some sort of
risk including potential loss of principal; diversification alone cannot guarantee against loss. Any projected results and risks are based solely on hypothetical
examples depicted. Forward looking statements should not be considered guarantees or predictions of future events. More complete information is available,
including product profiles, which discusses risks, benefits, liquidity and other matters of interest. The value of any investment may fluctuate as a result of market
changes. Past performance is no guarantee of future results, and there can be no assurance the investment strategies discussed herein will prove profitable.
All opinions, estimates, investment strategies and views expressed in this document are subject to change without notice information. The recommendations
made for your customized portfolio may differ from any asset allocation or strategies outlined in this document. Benchmark Financial does not guarantee the
future performance of any portfolio, guarantee any specific level of performance or guarantee any strategy or overall management will be successful or that the
client’s investment objectives will be met.
Benchmark Financial is not a broker dealer and does not offer tax or legal advice. Please consult your tax or legal advisor for assistance regarding your
individual situation. Investment Advisory Services offered through Benchmark Financial Wealth Advisors LLC, an SEC Registered Investment Advisor.
Registration does not imply a certian level of skill or training. Insurance services offered through Benchmark Financial Insurance Advisors LLC. The Benchmark
Financial Wealth Advisors ADV Form, which describes the services offered, fees charged and any conflicts of interest, is available upon request.. Additional
information about Benchmark Financial and our advisors is also available online at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
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